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Reflections of the Latin
American Hub (TIPC)

• Our biggest challenge has been how to develop reflexive 
capabilities within the teams to re-interpret and adjust initial 
assumptions about the systems and the types of 
interventions required, whilst gaining a strong understanding 
of the system in which one is working – where the concept of 
the 3rd frame is incipient and one is in the early stages of 
development of new sustainability paths and where gaining
legitimacy, construction of new narrativas y changing
expectationd is in a fairly early stage of construction.



To do this we have: 

• Opened the experimental stepwise criteria (using 
Luederitz 2017) to emphasize:
• Knowledge and capability of teams: Inputs
• Linking ex-post indicators to sustainability: outcomes, not just 

transition outcomes 



Learnings of evaluation and mentoring process from the 
Latin America HUB 

1. Critically important to not just rely on step-wise method, or just the transformative outcomes, but also to 
specify some of the principles and directionality of the experiment for subsequent learning and reflection 
to take place. This has implications for operationalisation of indicators.

2. Knowledge and expertise of the team on the nature of the system to enable a theory of change to 
emerge

Luederitz, et al 
(2017) 



This has critical implications for the
developent of indicators, especially
where these become the object of
the experiment



Indicator
Outcome
(Luederitz
2017)

Contribution to 
Sustainability

Socio-ecological
integrity”

Protection of  forests
habitated by
communities

Volume of cacao 
produced under
environmental

principles and social 
justice

Livelihood
sufficiency and 

opportunity 

Incomes received by
communities for

commercialization of 
cacao produced under

agroecological
principles

Indicator
Outcome 
(Gosch et 
al 2021)

Contribution
to 

transformati
on

Broaden 
and 

deepen  
network for 
agricultural 

small 
producers

Protection of 
forests in zones

populated by
communities

Volume of 
cacao produced

under
principles of 

enviromental
presevation and 

social justice

Changing 
expectation

s (about 
family 

agriculture) 

Derive Incomes
for communities

for
commercialisat

iof
agroecological

cacao

Stronger vision 
and confidence 
of communities 
of alternatives 

Experiment: Construction of networks with isolated
marginalised agricultural communities: 
Critiquing mono-reliance of agricultural value chains



Indicator
Outcome
(Luederitz
2017)

Contribution to 
Sustainability

Inter-
generational

equity

Health services for 
street recyclers

New capabilities in 
circular economy for
Street recyclers and 

residential units

Livelihood
sufficiency and 

opportunity

New practices adopted 
by processing  company

Indicator
Outcome 
(Gosch et 
al 2021)

Contribution to 
Transformation

Deep Learning 

Clear visión over the 
expectations of the 

participants

Higher level of 
collective action 

Changing 
expectations 
(about family 
agriculture) 

Identification of 
factors that facilitate 

collective action

Experiment: Including street recyclers in 
cicular economy of solid waste



Indicator
Outcome
(Luederitz
2017)

Contribution to 
Sustainability

Livelihood sufficiency 
and diversity 

Water use vs 
agricultural production 

Evidence appears of 
socio-ecological 

integrity in community 
practices 

Preservation of species 
and bio-diversty

Indicator

Outcome 
(Gosch

et al 
2021)

Contribution
to 

Transformati
on

Navigating
expectations 

A clearer sense 
of directionality 
of change and 

alternatives

Creation of 
agroecological 
alternatives for 

ecological 
intensification 

Deepening 
networks

Evidence of local 
alternatives 
worthy of 
shielding 

Learning

Experiment: Establishment of Learning network for
sustainable and inclusive management of water

resources Maule- Chile



Other general learnings:
• Within the projects, characterization of actors is a first diagnostic step but it does not tell us what 

alternative solutions are being worked on. Focussing on the problems doesn’t necessarily provide 
evidence of alternatives – for example the move from water “efficiency” to “water and agroecology” 
was helped through a reflection on socio-ecological integrity

• Move from emphasis on actors to emphasis on alternatives was critical to open up “new” germinal 
networks (not just picking winners) that can develop new development paths through sectoral 
engagements

• The ability of self-organisation of actors and existence of commons (including ability to understand 
their sytems, sector etc) is essential for broadening the network – existence of intermediaries (for 
example dedicated academic departments) working to help communities is usually essential to the 
process




